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First of all, good to hear that you have decided to learn and enhance your program management
knowledge and choosing PgMP.
PgMP certification is most valued in the industry with companies across the world adopting the
derived version of the PgMP standard. The business stage has moved from local market to country
level and now reached the global level. This is a sea change in a way business was done about fifteen
years back to the current and going under further changes with technologies like IoT (Internet Of
Things) are being developed. This complex business environment required managers to work in a high
uncertain environment. Simple project management methodologies do not work in a high level
uncertain conditions and requires application of program management principles. PgMP certification
by PMI helps a manager to prove their mettle in managing high uncertain business environment.
PMIs PgMP certification is designed for those who manage multiple, complex projects to achieve
strategic organisational results. The certification is for middle level managers who need to be effective
at work.
This document is intended to serve as a guide for filling-up of the PgMP application, which itself needs
a good understanding of the PMI requirements and also how effectively write the program
management experience and summaries. Application acceptance from PMI is the first step and panel
review is the second step towards your PgMP certification. Hence it is important to prepare
application correctly and often professional help may be required to get the application and responses
reviewed for the application to go through the panel review in the first attempt itself.
This document does not discuss every fields that you need to fill-in the application. It outlines major
points, important fields, steps and guidelines to fill-up the application
Any further information, please contact harishlr@hotmail.com

Before you begin:
1.

Read through PMI PgMP handbook, which can be downloaded from www.pmi.org ->
Certifications
->
PgMPhttp://www.pmi.org/~/media/PDF/Certifications/handbooks/program-managementprofessional-handbook-pgmp.ashx

2. Focus should be given on chapter “PgMP Application & Payment”, page No 8:
3. Read SPMv3 at-least once and understand program management domains
The PgMP application to be filled on-line. However, working the contents off-line and then copy
pasting the contents to on-line application is beneficial. It provides flexibility for you to draft, review
and finalise your responses. Below sections explain various sections of your application and provide
guidelines to write the contents

Section -1: Align your certification/CCR cycles for the PgMP and PMP
This section is not applicable if you are NOT PMP certification holder. If you hold valid PMP
certification (as reflected in the PMI CCR systems and you have maintained PMP certification by
accruing required PDUs), then read the following carefully and then indicate your preference:
You will be asked to select one of the following options:
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Option-A: Align certification /CCR cycles to the date you earn the PgMP credential. This mean, your
next CCR cycle starts from the date you have obtained PgMP credential.
OR
Option-B: Align certification /CCR cycles to the date you earned the PMP credential. This mean, your
CCR cycle will end as per your current dates. No change because of PgMP credential.
The choice you make will impact in-terms of CCR cycle start and end. The influencing factors are the
remaining period in the current CCR cycle, no. of points you have got already etc. Eg: If your PMP CCR
cycle is half-way through and you have not accrued sufficient PDUs, then it makes sense to go with
Option-A.
A detailed description with scenarios are provided on page No 40 of PgMP handbook.

Section-1: Name for correspondence from PMI:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill-up the details as required.
Ensure you correctly write your first name, second name and middle name
Prefix: Ensure you fill-up Prefix correctly: Eg, Mr / Ms / Mrs.
Suffix: Ensure you fill-up any Suffix that you may have. Name suffix is Post-nominal letters
indicate that the individual holds a position, educational degree, accreditation, office, or
honour (e.g. “PMP, "PhD", "CCNA", "OBE").
5. Preferred Phone Number: Type your preferred phone no. Ensure you mention the country
code that your phone is registered.
6. Preferred E-mail Address: Type your email address. Provide an email address that you
frequently use. Ensure that mails from PMI are into the folders that you frequently use. Many
times the mails may move into the spam/Junk folders and you may not notice. Hence take
care that you do changes settings, so that mail from PMI will have a good visibility

Section 2: Contact Information (Home)
1. Type the information provided in the fields in English
2. You should ensure that you should be able to get snail mail communication through this
address.

Section 3: Contact Information (Work)
1. Type the information provided in the fields in English
2. Even if the “Home” and “Work” information is same, fill-in the information in both sections.

Section 4: Name as it should appear on your Certificate
1. Type in the name as you would like to have it on your PgMP certificate

Section 5: Attained Education
1. It is good to have and refer to the certificate (physical copy) you have got for your highest
level of education attained to fill-up this section.
2. Highest level of education attained: Eg: Bachelors, Masters, Diploma etc
3. PMI accredited? Select “YES” If your university/college is accredited by PMI. If you do not
know, contact your university/ college for details or refer to the websites.
4. Program Name: Type the name of the specialisation eg “ Electronics & communication”,
Finance, Marketing etc
5. Field of Study: or the major… Eg: “Engineering”, “Medicine”, “Business Administration”
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Section 6: Project Management Experiences
1. In this section, you provide information about the projects that you have managed. You need
to provide minimum 4 years of project management experience (or 6000 hours) project
management experience information.
2. Ensure you read how to write “Project Management Experience” on page 9 of PgMP
handbook. Care should be taken not to double count overlapping project management
experience when you claim for the hours.
3. Professional experiences are calculated based on the START and END dates you provide for
the projects
4. Project Title: Project title is the role that you played in the project. Eg: Project Manager,
Project co-ordinator etc
5. Your job Title: the designation given to you by the organisation, which is also the designation
that is printed on your company visiting card.
6. Recommended to keep 3-4 projects if they can cover the required hours.

Section 7: Program Management Experiences
1. In this section, you provide information about the programs that you have managed. You
need to provide minimum 4 years (or 6000 hours) of program management experience
information. Only non-overlapping experiences are considered.
2. Program you are considering are should be non-overlapping. Please refer to page 10 of PgMP
credential handbook.
3. Program title: It is always a good practice to name the program highlighting the major benefit
it provides to the organisation. This program name will be referenced further in the program
management experience summary section.
4. Program Budget: Along with the numbers, also indicate the currency (Euro, Rs, DM, SGD etc.)
, or you can convert that into Dollars.
5. Number of Direct Reports: No. of people reporting to you directly. Can also include people
who are not engaged in this program, but report to you (may be part of other program/
function/operations)
6. Number of Project Managers reporting to you on this program: Indicate the number of
project / operation (or component) managers reporting to you on this program
7. Strategic goal that this program has met: In this section, you provide a brief introduction to
your program. The description you provide should be able to provide high level visibility to the
third party about the program, context, why it was undertaken. Hence following information
and structure would help conveying meaningful information to the reader
a. Brief description of the organisation containing the below and not exceeding 40-50
words
i. Business domain: eg, Telecom, banking solutions, construction, oil and
natural gas exploration….
ii. Nature of business: eg. Service, product development, results….
b. The need of the program or the organisational strategic objectives for which the
program was initiated, preferably in a bulleted lines and how the program was
structured to meet each of these strategic objectives. You can mention top 2-3
objectives, the program supposed to be met. (approximately 70-80 words per
objective).
c. List important benefits that the program is delivering to the strategic objectives.
d. Also indicate in one-two line about how much of the objective is met. ( if program is
already completed) in quantitative terms. (preferable)
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e. Mention the components of the program in bulleted lines
f. Avoid using abbreviations, industry/organisation specific words, as the description
has to be understood by someone who do not have detailed knowledge on the
program you do.
8. Here is an example of the program (of product development)
AAA company is one of Asia’s leading and vertically integrated aerospace company offering services to Aerospace, Defence,
Automotive and Heavy Engineering industries with a vision to become first choice partner to global defence production
companies.

Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) is an electronic test bench to test fighter aircraft’s electronic Line Replaceable units (LRUs)
and it is very crucial for aircraft maintenance.
ATE program is undertaken in defence offset portfolio as part of the contract to supply Five ATEs to the customer.
Program was executed through below interdependent component projects, limited production and other related operational
work

1. Development of Generic Test Bench (Generic Test Bench),
2. Supply of 5 Generic Test Benches
3. Design, development of Interface Test Adapter (ITA)
4. Supply of 62 Interface test adapters
5. Design, development and supply of 11 Test Program Sets
6. Integration support service in Europe.

This program was undertaken to meet the below strategic goals:

1. Maximise organization profitability.
The good focus on cost budgeting, involvement of senior management, SMEs, QA requirements and vendors from the
beginning ensured that the program is delivered within cost baseline. In conflict moments, cost management assumed higher
priority than time management. Where feasible, import substitute Indigenous components were considered. Program used
shared human resources, SMEs, vendors and other type resources across its components. As a result, program added 30+%
profits over the cost baseline.

2. Increase company share in Asian defence offset market
The capabilities in-terms of products and services were delivered to customer satisfaction, meeting their process and quality
requirements. This enabled organization to build trust and rapport within the customer organization, get references and to
bid for new business and also approach other potential customers.

3. Enhance organization capability in delivering Test benches:
The program built execution framework comprising of quality management, incorporated international and avionics
standards/regulations to be met, product/project management methodology and design philosophy. Resources were trained,
hardware and software tools were procured, and specific lab with necessary infrastructure was built. Established supply chain
network and identified business partners. Lesson learnt database updated with WBS, risks and mitigation, budgeting, QA
related events.

9. Program HOURS: In this section, you enter the number of hours you spent (or spending) on
various domains of the program. A typical program manager time distribution is as follows:
a. Strategic program management:
10%
b. Program Life cycle :
40%
c. Stakeholder engagement:
20%
d. Governance:
10%
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e. Benefits Management:
20%
Description of each of the domains are given in the application: You can also split the no. of
hours of program life cycle and then sum-up.
10. You can add multiple programs in the application.
11. You also need to provide information on the projects that are part of the program

Section 8: Program Management Experience summaries
This section is important form panel review perspective. Expert program mangers appointed by PMI
goes through your program description and the experience summaries to determine that you have
sufficient program management experience or not. Most of the applications that do not fit into the
program definition or activities description get rejected this stage. Hence clear, crisp, lucid
description to the question is very important. Please go through the below points before start
writing your program summaries.
The experience summaries to the questions in the application is very similar to how you answer to
the questions in the interview. As an experienced manager, you provide the following information
for each answer you provide
1. Explain the context: Provide brief overview of the organisation, strategic objectives for
which the program is undertaken, how the program has met strategic objectives, what are
the components and other information
This was already provided in the program summaries and you will be referencing the
respective program when you answer the questions in this section.
2. The answer you provide to the question that you selected should have the below structure
a. The process framework and how it was established in your program. This should
bring the reader into a context and provide an understanding of how the subject in
the question was established. Eg: How the organisation level process framework
helped you in establishing the processes, stakeholders involved for any process
tailoring (PMO, sponsor, QA specialists, customers if any etc). Considerations that
were made (eg. Customer requirements, constraints if any..) Approximately 3-4
lines
b. How the process was implemented in the program and also how components were
guided? What kind of controls (eg.. meetings with stakeholders at various levels,
document reviews etc) you had in the program to ensure the process is followed?
Who are the people you were interacting, reporting to and getting help etc. Where
were you capturing the details? Where were you storing these details (eg. PMIS, or
a server, configuration management tools etc.) Approximately 4-6 lines
c. What was the result of following these processes at the end of the program (if
completed)? 3-4 lines
d. To showcase how you have managed, cite 1-2 specific significant examples and how
you have managed and what was the result. where possible quantify the result
/impact. 4-6 lines
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3. Your answers should be clear and concise and you should use proper English using simple
words and short sentences. Start with a new paragraph as necessary to provide clear
information.
4. Do no use any abbreviations that are specific to your program/organisation
5. Be sure to address all elements of the Option you select for each experience summary.
6. For example, if the Experience Summary Option requires you to describe how you identified
and evaluated risks, be sure to give examples of how you identified and evaluated the risks.
7. Responses that adequately address all elements of the experience summaries will likely be
200-350 words.
8. Mention the tools that you have used for program management. Eg: Microsoft project,
automated risk register, config. Management tool, ERP, as the context needs it.
9. Program background information provided in the work experience section of your
application will be provided to panel reviewers. You do not have to repeat the program
description in your responses.
10. Please respond in the first person. PMI is interested in examples of your personal and
individual contribution to the program. Do not describe program management activities
performed by others. Again, we are interested in your role.
11. Describe how you applied program management practices; avoid theoretical responses
Do not respond with “textbook” definitions of program management terms. Instead,
provide specific examples from your personal experience as a program manager

Application guidelines from PgMP exam handbook

Here is one of the response that was approved from PMI panel review.
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Question:
Response:
Experience Summary #1: Strategic Program Management
A. Developed program justification and business case in alignment with the organization's strategic
plan
OR
B. Monitored the business environment, program goals, and benefits realization plan in order to
ensure the program remains aligned with the organization's strategic objectives
Option Answered: B
Program Referenced: Revenue increase program
During the program definition phase, I drafted the program management plan with the expected
deliverable and intended benefits identified after involving program sponsors, senior management
and other key stakeholders.
The plan got reviewed on a bi-weekly/specific event basis and I reviewed component project s
progress on a weekly basis. Solar was a niche market in India then and as the organization was new,
there was no bench mark available and the program goals and benefits were tuned to align with
strategic objectives throughout the program lifecycle.
Enterprise environmental factors – Business environment, funding, resources, industry, and
regulatory, comparative advantage with competitive products in the market was assessed and
reviewed throughout the course of the program period. Changes to price structure were carried out
as and when necessary and I managed it based on the agreed cost baselines & the set cost variance
threshold limits.
Frequently, I collected feedback from sales team, dealers, vendors, partners and high value
customers about market condition and to alter the product design and pricing. For many sales, with
stiff competition showing up, I negotiated with sr. management to go for no profit basis, so as to
increase the revenue and improve the market share.
Based on the market conditions, I recommended to scrap one of the products (solar irrigation pump)
and diverted the funds and effort to focus on the power plants, which yield higher revenue, margin
with less effort, but required SME skills, which company had. Custom design solutions were offered
to address unique requirements yielded higher revenue. Such services were pursued as they were
yielding higher revenue.
Based on the past lessons learnt, it was evident that the cost spent in advertisement & marketing
campaign budgets were quite high due to costly newspaper ads though they fetch better benefits. I
changed the advertising approach in a cost effective way without compromising the benefits and I
focused on free awareness camps, business association bodies, trade shows, on-line market and able
to show case company products and services in a bigger stage.
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PMI responses for the returned application
This section shows the sample mail from PMI applicants get from the PMI on revising the content.
Your PgMP® certification application recently completed the panel review process and unfortunately, you have
received a below-passing mark.
If a PgMP application does not pass the panel review, the candidate is not able to sit for the PgMP exam or be
granted the credential.
Information regarding your next steps can be found below. Please be sure to read the entire message
thoroughly.
According to the panel, your experience summary statements did not align with PMI’s Program Manager role
definition.
PMI understands that the cause of this misalignment may be a misunderstanding of the question(s) or the
content we seek in the response. Our desire is to be sure that we are evaluating your experience and not your
understanding of the questions. Therefore, we would like to offer you an opportunity to revise your statements
with a description of your efforts more specifically in alignment with the program manager role definition*. If you
choose to accept this opportunity, your application will be reopened so that you can amend your summary
statements. Please refer to the PgMP Credential Handbook for tips for completing the Experience Summaries:
http://www.pmi.org/en/Certification/~/media/PDF/Certifications/pdc_pgmphandbook.ashx
You may choose not to amend your experience summary statements because they are as close to the program
manager role definition as you can truthfully depict. If you choose not to revise your experience summary
statements, PMI will close your application and accept the panel review failure as final. This option would end
your application and credentialing process. As specified in the Refund Policy, $375.00 will be returned to you.
The PgMP Role Delineation states that candidates for the PgMP credential:

Under minimal supervision, program managers are responsible and accountable for the coordinated
management of multiple related projects directed toward strategic business and organizational objectives. These
programs contain complex activities that may span functions, organizations, geographic regions and cultures.
Program managers build credibility, establish rapport and maintain communication with stakeholders at multiple
levels, including those external to the organization.

Program managers define and initiate projects, and assign project managers to manage cost, schedule,
and performance of component projects, while working to ensure the ultimate success and acceptance of the
program. Program managers maintain continuous alignment of program scope with strategic business objectives,
and make recommendations to modify the program to enhance effectiveness toward the business result or
strategic intent. Program managers are responsible for determining and coordinating the sharing of resources
among their constituent projects to the overall benefit of the program.

Program managers possess the knowledge and skills needed to be effective in both the project and
business or government environments, and to make decisions that accomplish strategic objectives. In addition,
the program manager should have advanced skills in finance, cross cultural awareness, leadership,
communication, influence, negotiation, and conflict resolution.

Please notify us with your choice of the following:
Option 1: Amend the Experience Summary Statements OR Option 2: Accept the panel review decision as Final.
** Please note that if you choose to amend your summary statements, we must re-open your application
so that you are able to make your edits. You will have three weeks to respond. **
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You must be sure of your amended responses before you click “submit” as we will only have the ability to reopen
your application one time.**

Some of the other feedback received from the Panel Review Committee:
Comments:

Responses did not provide specific examples demonstrating candidate's role as a program
manager.

Responses focused on the use of tools and techniques rather than on the rationale and the
strategic approach.

Responses did not thoroughly explain HOW (the method or approach used) they performed the
program management functions in one or more of the experience summary questions.


Responses were tactical in nature and/or limited to "textbook" explanation of topics.


Responses reflected candidate's role as a project manager overseeing multiple work streams
within one project or multiple related projects.

PgMP Application – Lessons compiled from Linked-In:
Program experience summaries - please follow closely with PMI guidelines and seek
peer review before submission.
For each of the program listed, please provide an introduction on which program type it
belongs to (Reference: Standards, Appendix X3).
It is important to read and understand the Standards for Program Management before
and during writing, and proof reading prior to submission. Some of the terms and words
which I was familiar with, need to be adjusted and contextualised slightly to align with
PMI's terminologies (Example: expectations on competencies, knowledge and skills
areas, and artefacts, types of stakeholders etc). (Reference: Standards, Appendix X4
and X5)
For candidates working on non-US based organizations, programs and components, do
provide information on how program budget / value is computed. (example: foreign
currency exchange rates used) - as the application requires program value to be in USD.
For organisations, programs and components titles containing Acronyms (or working
names), please describe them in full text at least once in the program summary.
For candidates from other nations outside the United States, please try to write your
application in US English for ease of reading and review. You may want to set the
language as ‘US English’, and use the grammar and spell check functions on your word
processor before submission. (example: Program vs Programme, Artefacts vs Artefacts).
You may also wish to get help from your local chapter or search for other online
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communities who may provide additional support in your respective locale and native
language which PMBOK is published.
Booking for test: Set a reasonable target between passing panel evaluation vs
scheduling a date for the actual written / computer test. (Mine was about 2 months)

For any further information / comments, and application review services, please contact
Harish Li.
harishlr@hotmail.com or +91 9845546953

--------------------End of file --------------------
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